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Star-Delta Starter && ATS 

 
 

 Objectives:  

 
 After successfully completing this laboratory, you will be able to: 

 

 Start the three phase induction motor via star-delta connection using PLC . 

 Build self starting system for generators using PLC. 

 

 Starting Three Phase induction Motors Via Star-Delta Starter: 

 

 Overview: 

Semi-automatic and fully automatic starters  require three contactors to 

connect the motor windings first in star and then in delta. The power 

circuit diagram showing the scheme is given in Fig. 7.1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.1 Power circuit diagram for a star-delta starter 



 Whenever one has to make connections for a star-delta starter it is 

advantageous to draw the winding diagram as shown in the right hand side of Fig. 7.1. 

It helps to remember that for delta connection, finishing end of one winding is to be 

connected to starting end of the other winding as shown in the figure. The three phase 

supply is then given at the three junctions. Now let us refer to the power circuit 

diagam of the starter as given in Fig. 7.1. The sequence of operation of the contactors 

is as follows. First the contactor  S  will  close  for  star    connections, then the main 

contactor  M  will close and lastly contactor  S  will open and contactor  D  will close 

for delta connection. When star contactor is first closed, winding terminals A2, B2, 

C2 get connected together through the contacts of contactor S and thus the windings 

get connected in star. Now when the main contactor is closed supply reaches terminals 

A1, B1, C1 and therefore the motor windings are energised in star-connection.  

For delta connection, first the star contactor should open before the delta contactor is 

closed. If delta contactor gets closed while star contactor is still ON, dead short circuit 

takes place at the outgoing leads of over-load relay through contactor D  and  S. This 

is taken care of by providing interlocking of auxiliary contacts between contactors S 

and D. When star contactor opens and delta contactor closes motor winding terminals 

A2, B2, C2 get connected to B1, C1, A1 through the closed contacts of contactor M 

and the motor runs in delta connection. In a semi-automatic starter, the motor runs in 

star connection as long as ON-push button is kept pressed.   

When ON-push button is released the motor gets connected in delta and continues to 

run till the OFF-push button is actuated or over-load relay trips. The control diagram 

for a semi-automatic starter is shown in Fig. 7.2. Explanation of control operation is 

as follows:  

When ON-push button is pressed contactor S gets energized and it connects the motor  

windings in star connection. (Refer power diagram in Fig. 7.1). Simultaneously the 

auxiliary contact S1 closes and S2 opens. Closing of S1 causes energisation of 

contactor M which is then kept energized through its own auxiliary  contact M1. 

Opening of contact S2 provides interlocking i.e., the delta contactor cannot get 

energized as long as contactor S is energized.  

Contactor S remains energized as long as the ON-push button is kept pressed because 

there is S. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 7.2 Control circuit for a semi-automatic star-delta starter 



When the ON-push button is released, contactor  S gets de-energised, its auxiliary 

contacts come back to their original positions as shown in Fig. 7.2. Opening of S1  

does not make any difference in operation as the main  contactor is now held through 

its own contact. However, closing of contact S2 causes energisation of the delta 

contactor. Thus, now the main contactor and the delta contactor are energised 

simultaneously and the motor runs with its windings connected in delta. Whenever the 

motor is to be stopped the OFF-push button is pressed, both the contactors M and D 

are de-energised (as holding through auxiliary contact of M is broken). Similar action 

takes place when the control contact of the overload relay opens. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7.3 Control circuit for a semi-automatic star-delta starter 

 

 Automatic change over switch (ATS): 

 

 One of the most commonly used circuit in power networks is change over switch 

circuit which transfer the power flow from the main power source to the stand by 

source which may be generator set.  The are two types of change over switch the first 

one is manual and the second one is automatic operated.      

Figure 7.4 shows the power circuit of  change over switch consists of two 

mechanically interlocked contactors, CM for the main source and CG for the  

generator. 

 

  



 
 

 Fig. 7.4 Power circuit diagram for a change over switch. 

 

 

Figure 7.5 shows the circuit used to control the power transfer from the main  

circuit to the generator . The  default case  is that the loads  is connected to the  

main source CM is connected, but if at  least one of phases is lost, the control  

circuit will change the state that is the loads should be transferred to the generator  

via CG contactor. 

 
 

Fig. 7.5 Control circuit diagram for a change over switch. 


